This paper argues that the New Evangelization of Pope John
from the teachings of the Second Vatican Council, and in the social reality of many Western countries. 3 Pope John Paul II identified three elements in the Church's commitment to evangelization. The first was the essential missionary focus of the Church on proclaiming the Gospel of Christ to those who have not heard it. This remains the proper, or classical, sense of the term. The second element focused on those with strong Christian affiliation who were "fervent in their faith and Christian living". 4 However, there was a third, intermediary element, it is from here that the new evangelization takes its meaning.
Particularly in countries with ancient Christian roots, and occasionally in the younger Churches as well, where entire groups of the baptized have lost a sense of the faith, or even no longer consider themselves members of the Church, and live a life far removed from Christ and his gospel. In this case what is needed is a "new evangelization" or a "reevangelization".
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The Pope's understanding of evangelization has clear points of reference in
Redemptoris Missio, these being that evangelization is fundamental to the Church's mission and has its origins in the Trinity itself. 6 It is always focused on faith in and a personal encounter with Christ, and this results in a profound experience of conversion; 7 evangelization is the task of the entire Church and is concretely located in the activity of the local Church . 8 It seeks to engage and transform culture, takes place in a variety of contexts and should, therefore, be creative in a bold range of expressions so as to address new situations.
The New Evangelization as a Response to Contemporary Culture
The new evangelization is a response to a well documented decline in religious commitment in many countries that share a strong historical Christian association. This weakening can be understood in a variety of ways. An important theoretical perspective on the weakening association of post-conciliar Catholics with the Church, with manifold implications for Catholic education, is offered by the notion of vicarious religion. Davie, coined the phrase "believing without belonging" to describe the religious affiliation of many Europeans. 10 Kavanaugh writing from an American perspective also develops some similar ideas under the heading of "a culture of lived atheism". 11 In these views, belief is best understood by fairly generic metaphysical categories rather than orthodox Christian beliefs. 12 In these terms most people are believers as the alternative, an unadorned atheism, is not a position many are comfortable identifying with, a point made by a number of influential modern theologians. 13 Solle argued that the notion of atheism needs to be re-considered to avoid overemphasizing its ideological or philosophical basis.
She pointed out that the classical distinctions between atheism and theism are no longer 20 The exception is, perhaps, in times of crisis such as a disaster or the death of a popular public figure, or at significant life transition points.
This sentiment is well captured in following quote, provided by Bibby:
Some observers maintain that few people today are actually abandoning their religious traditions. Rather, they draw selective beliefs and practices, even if they do not attend services frequently. They are not about to be recruited by other religious groups. Their identification with the religious tradition is fairly solidly fixed, and it is to these groups that they will turn when confronted with marriage, death and, frequently, birth.
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In the United States a similar phenomenon, namely, a loose, non directive type of religious affiliation amongst youth and young people has been noted. 22 Many young people do not seem to be very interested in increasing the strength of their religious affiliation or in exploring new spiritual paths. Smith and Denton in their landmark study encapsulated this mentality well when they wrote:
The majority of U.S. youth appear to believe that it is okay for others to be eclectic seekers, but they themselves are not particularly interested. They seem happy being part of the tradition they were raised in, which to them looks largely satisfactory even if it is not terribly central or important.
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Certainly, most emerging adults see religion as having a positive effect as a place where basic moral principles are acquired, but beyond this religion has an increasingly minor role to play. This reduction of religion to morality by American teenagers has been powerfully encapsulated by Dean as "the triumph of the cult of nice". 24 Smith and Snell describe the prevalent view among many emerging adults as that they have "graduated" from religion in the sense that they have gained from it all that they need and have now moved on. 25 A number of American researchers have provided a perspective on some of Along with this are also taught inoffensive and largely generic religious views. 33 One day, however, this association with the school will end and it will not be replaced by a connection with the worshiping community of faith, since this would involve too high a level of commitment.
In the shorter term, however, the existence of relatively large numbers of Catholics who have exercised a choice to retain a loose level of affiliation, or to use the safety net of vicarious religion, presents two least two important consequences for the new evangelization. On the one hand these people have retained a connection with the faith community, albeit loose and often on their own terms. hostile to the faith tradition and may be open to being invited to a deeper commitment.
In terms of evangelization this situation is easier than reaching out to Catholics or others who have no connection whatsoever with the faith community. On the other hand, large numbers of loosely connected yet satisfied members makes the task of renewal difficult.
At the very least, it makes change harder to implement because there is no immediate felt need for it. The new evangelization as envisaged by John Paul II, sets for itself a demanding standard, that of, closer union with Christ and a desire to tell others about this.
Any Catholic agency which seeks to engage in the new evangelization will face a difficult task as many members of the community will not see the need for such a renewal. One of the most powerful options that Catholics today can exercise is the choice to remain a member of the faith community in a loose sense, one that guarantees them a right to their own personal, private and ineffable spirituality that does not, amongst other things, lead to adherence to common creedal positions.
Further Implications for the New Evangelization in Catholic Schools
In the light of the demands of the new evangelization there needs to a reconceptualization of the mission of Catholic schools recognizing both the world in which they operate and their capacity to respond. The wider Church has limited resources and corporate energy and must, therefore, prioritize pastoral strategies. A foundational principle is that there is a need to restate the proposition that Christian belief and commitment are reasonable positions. In a vicarious religious climate there is little danger that the Christian view will be directly challenged or even countermanded.
Religious opinion is much more likely to be marginalized ands removed from serious discourse as a worldview that can deeply transformative and relevant to contemporary institutions is to see this as either following a quest or secularization paradigm 36 . If a quest paradigm is adopted then many of those who have been described in this paper as displaying a vicarious religious sense will achieve some type of resolution and in the future provide the strong commitment and witness that is vital to the continuity and flourishing of religious communities. In this view Catholic schools should focus on providing a broad and inclusive model of education, one that appeals to what some have called a generation of seekers 37 . In the first instance, and it can only be noted here as it is beyond the scope of this paper, it is not clear how this approach takes into account the demands of the new evangelization. Secondly, this rationale seems to be best adapted to countries where Catholic schools have been a long established and receive full or very substantial government support. with a consequent need to boost student numbers. 40 In these and other similar circumstances where schools enroll very large numbers of non Catholic students the task of evangelization becomes very problematic. 41 This is largely due to the lack of a critical mass of students, staff and parents who can animate and not just support the Catholic ethos of schools. 42 Evangelization in Catholic schools also seems especially vulnerable if a strong majority of parents are sending their children to them for reasons that are not derived from a strong sense of religious commitment. 43 In the United States, for instance, where educational choice is heavily constrained by the financial burden of choosing private schooling, parents with strong religious motivation are more likely to choose Catholic schools. 44 One strategy for Catholic schools is to cultivate a strong religious identity. This is one where Catholic culture comes to life not as an abstraction but as a concrete reality.
Chaput has pointed out: "Catholic culture comes from an active Catholic faith. Unless we truly believe and practice our faith, 'Catholic culture' is just a dead skin of nostalgia and comfortable habits." 45 This argument springs from a sense that the best response to a culture where vicarious religion is ascendant is for Catholic schools to offer a clear alternative". 46 An important aspect of religious identity for Catholic schools should be to provide an entrée into the metaphysical dimension of belief. Flanagan speaks of this in terms of a need for the Church to move beyond a passive engagement with culture and be conscious of the need to actively create a space where the discernment of the sacred can be undertaken. 47 Dulles expressed this idea in Christian terms when he wrote, " [People] are desperate for a vivifying contact with the eternal Spirit in whom all things begin and end, the God who can bring life even to the dead." 48 Catholic schools need to make a case for how they can help provide an interface with the divine.
In a culture where vicarious religious expression dominates, Catholic schools can provide both an alternative to those who are seeking a genuine religious dimension to education and a place where authentic catechesis can take place. If the metaphysical narrative is presented credibly, it can offer an attractive alternative. 49 This may never appeal to the majority of people but it does have some intrinsic value, especially to the religious consumer who is asking, "What does this Catholic school have to offer that will make me choose it over the other available options?" A Catholic school which attempts to answer this question in terms of merely a social or moral vision will be faced with ferocious and relentless competition with other groups who provide a similar vision.
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Frame encapsulated some of this thinking when he wrote:
Those churches that do not present an attractive and credible alternative to popular culture will disappear...churches that lack doctrinal rigor and are preoccupied with the promotion of social justice and cultural inclusion will be the first to go. Their place will be taken by secular advocacy groups with tightly defined constituencies and social policy expertise.
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If we accept the notion that the Church needs to take a more evangelistic tone in large as a response to the central tent of the new evangelization, namely, that many are living a life far removed from Christ and his gospel one important consequence follows.
This concerns the human agents who can bring the ideals of the new evangelization to fruition. In Catholic schools who are to be the vectors of the new evangelization? They are likely to display the characteristic of the religiously highly committed. They are not Catholic because their parents were or they drifted into this unreflectively. made a decision to join or to remain a part of the faith community. They are likely to see themselves as disciples of Christ in the terms spelled out in the ecclesiology of communion. They could also be described, using Lonergan's terminology, of having fallen in love with God. For them the call to evangelize and to ever deepen their relationship with Christ will be a priority. Every effort must be made to encourage individuals with this type of commitment, to become involved in Catholic schools.
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This applies not only to teachers but also to parents and students. In a culture where religion is accepted most readily in its benign, vicarious forms those who take on a much stronger commitment are vital in animating and not just accepting the religious identity of Beyer has commented that much of how Catholics sees themselves and live out their faith could be described as cultural Catholicism which is typified by "a diffuse spiritual quest, emotional and largely unorganized or even haphazard practice".
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Leaving aside the issue of its longevity, there is little chance that cultural Catholicism will provide the energy needed for revitalization and growth. The new evangelization, however, is a proposal that responds directly to this critical issue of how to re-engage Catholics and encourage high levels of commitment amongst more than a relative few of its members.
Most Catholic can choose a religious niche for themselves which maximizes benefits but precludes cost. From this position they are unlikely to move to more demanding levels of commitment. The insights of vicarious religion suggest that most are satisfied with an understated Christian presence in society that gives them options and provides a safety net in times of crisis and also allows for the religious chains of memory to be maintained, however, tenuously. This discussion has lead to some features of contemporary culture which makes the task of the new evangelization in Catholic schools challenging. If we take a these factors together a reasonable conclusion is that the Catholic school in the future may have to work much harder at animating a religious dimension that is over and above the place that can be consigned to them in a culture that greatly favours expressions of vicarious religion. These challenges become more serious when we consider the human dimension that is at the heart of Catholic education. 
